
Sir, or Madam secretary of The Senate Finance and Publ;ic References Committee.[Native 
Vegetation Laws and Greenhouse gas Abatement and Climate Change matters.  I request that this 
letter be assessed as it is read and not" willfully" placed in the Climate Sceptics Bin.  
 My response to the proposal is in progressive order and numbered as per the Weekly Times 
advertisement. 
[1] Vegetation laws and regulations together with Greenhouse gas abatement laws and regulations 
have over ruled both Common Law precedents and shattered constitutional  and moral principle. with 
devastating repercussions in a futile and unnecessary defiance of justice and Gods Law! 
  {a} Realizable land asset value and total available productivity together with farmer morale is 
effectively destroyed! 
  
{b} There are no applicable compensation provisions in the present offensive legislation. In the 
absence conforming with responses [1 and 1c & d] there is no real and justifiable reason for the 
iniquitous regulation to even be there, considering that the laws and regulations have been struck on 
the pretence of,"in the public interest" and is clearly and obviously much to the landholders 
disadvantage. and quite clearly at cross purposes to the Australian Constitution. This disadvantage 
must be compensated to even retain some semblance of constitutional justice, taking into account all 
the effected landholding and its survivable possibilities. 
  
[c]On the basis of {b] there is justifiable reason to emeliorate property holders in the order of 150 to 
200 % of the pre regulated property area value. 
  
[d]Other related matters could be as in [1] and these laws and regulations should have received no 
credibility in the light of lack of Global evidence and the faith in the Creators intentions. Has no person 
in the elevated society of beurocrats and politicians any faith at all? 
  
{2} The projected Carbon Pollution Reduction "Scheme"! of both the Labour Government and or the 
opposition as it is ,has no logical or proven reason to be in existence in any form at all. Any move in 
this direction will result in disaster many hundreds of times more devastating than "scheming" of  
taxing a dreamy climate change mirage. 
  
            Yours sincerely Kevin J Smith 

 
  PS Attn Christine McDonald. Re your letter of*  8/4/10 I seem to have made a botch of trying to get a 
personal signature on the copy via the scanner and PDF file.The enclosed file is the original copy less 
the personal signature. My apologies, I hope and trust that this attempt may be more fruitlfull. Kevin J 
Smith 
 




